
Clutches and 
Brakes

Hydraulically and
pneumatically operated
clutcHes and brakes

Product overview
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The GKN Stromag has for decades been a highly regarded partner 

in the area of mechanical drive engineering. Attractive, tailor-

made and cost-effective solutions combined with products of a 

high standard of quality guarantee optimum customer benefits.

your drives are safe witH us

We specialise in wet and dry running clutches/brakes, 
solutions for torsional vibrations in the drive train and 
a service conception tailored to suit the individual 
requirements of our customers.

GKN Stromag France is leader in the area of industrial disc 
brakes, in particular for the wind turbine market. GKN 
Stromag clutches and flexible couplings, spring-applied 
brakes, discs and limit switches have a leading position on 
the world market.

Clear strategic focus on core technologies in production 
and core applications enable short construction and 
delivery times. Exceptional engineering know-how is a 
further outstanding strength as a basis for solid customer 
partnerships.

GKN Stromag products are innovatively tailored to meet 
specific market requirements and feature in virtually all 
mechanical drives. Drive solutions specially tailored to 
our customers‘ needs optimise processes and minimise 
operating costs.
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In conjunction with flexible Stromag couplings, drives 
subject to impact or shock loads such as road millers or 
stone crushers are comfortably controlled.

Hydraulically or pneumatically operated brakes in drives 
ensure stability of construction machinery and keep rotary 
drives in the required position. Winches, on cranes or ships 
are also braked and held under difficult conditions.

High torques and small dimensions are two significant 
characteristics of hydraulically operated clutches and 
brakes. By selecting suitable friction linings and influencing 
pressure build-up, the operating characteristics can be 
adapted to meet specific requirements.

This brochure contains several clutch and brake series on 
the basis of which we can develop solutions tailored to your 
particular application.

Hydraulically or pneumatically operated clutches and brakes are 

highly advanced and reliable components for modern energy-

efficient drives. These units control individual drive trains on 

modern agricultural machines such as combine harvesters and 

forage harvesters, as well as the power flow in various hybrid 

drives.

solutions for your application
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Gkn stromaG kmk  

Universal, hydraulically operated multi-disc clutch. Suitable for wet or dry operation.

Various friction linings with different properties are available.

Transmittable torques from 200 Nm to 140,000 Nm.

Other sizes and customer-specific adaptations available on request.  
Pneumatic option also available.

 installation in Gearbox  (wet operation)

Gkn stromag kmk for use in gearboxes (wet operation) with 
optional disc oil flushing. Hydraulic and cooling oil supplied via 
the transmission shaft.

Gkn stromag kmk for use in gearboxes (wet operation) with 
optional disc oil flushing. Hydraulic and cooling oil supplied via 
integrated radial oil supply (KRE).  
No bores in the transmission shaft.

 mountinG on Gearbox (dry operation)

Gkn stromag kmk as a shaft-pulley connection for use outside
gearboxes (dry operation). Hydraulic oil can be supplied axially 
through the shaft. Available as a completely assembled and 
bearing supported unit.

Gkn stromag kmk as a shaft-cardan shaft connection for 
use outside gearboxes (dry operation). Hydraulic oil supplied 
axially through the shaft. Available as a completely assembled 
and bearing supported unit.

SERIES  
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Gkn stromaG kuk  

Hydraulic multi-disc clutch with hammer head discs.
Designed specially for dry operation on drives subject
to torsional vibrations.  
Transmittable torques from 1,600 Nm to 6,000 Nm.  
Other sizes and customer specific adaptations available 
on request.  
Pneumatic option also available.

Gkn stromag kuk as a basic type. For use outside gearboxes 
(dry operation). Hydraulic oil supplied axially through the shaft. 
Customer-specific adaptations of shaft and external body 
connections possible.

Gkn stromag kuk as a shaft-pulley connection for use outside
gearboxes (dry operation). Hydraulic oil supplied axially through 
the shaft. Available as a completely assembled and bearing 
supported unit.

Gkn stromaG kHm  

Hydraulic clutches with low or backlash-free torque
transmission via diaphragms. Minimal residual torque
when open. Suitable for direct use on internal 
combustion engines.  
Transmittable torques from 600 Nm to 5,000 Nm.
Other sizes and customer-specific adaptations available 
on request.  
Pneumatic option also available.

Gkn stromag kHm as a shaft-pulley connection. Backlash-free
power transmission on pulley side through external body and 
piston with diaphragm guidance. Friction lining carrier on shaft 
side with low wearing, wide sliding gear.

Gkn stromag kHm for engine mounting. Backlash-free power
transmission via diaphragm guided pistons and friction
linings. Drag torque free when open. Connection for
SAE flywheels. Housings for SAE sizes 1 to 4 possible.
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Gkn stromag kHa with additional carrier for heavy-duty pilot 
bearing and bracing springs for reducing drag torque.  
Connection for standard flywheels. Housings for SAE sizes 1 to 
4 possible.

Gkn stromag kHa with flexible PVN couplings for drives 
particularly subject to torsional vibrations. Connection for SAE 
flywheels. Housings for SAE sizes 1 to 4 possible.

Gkn stromag kHr as a „Two in One“ combination“ in SAE 
housing on diesel engine with direct flange-mounted cardan
shaft.

GKN Stromag KHr as a complete unit for preassembly with 
supported external body as a shaft-shaft connection.

Gkn stromaG kHa  

Dry, hydraulically operated multi-disc clutches in
housings with SAE connection sizes for mounting on
diesel engines. Reinforced inner discs and outer discs
with hammer head for low gear wear. 
Transmittable torques from 500 Nm to 5,000 Nm. 
Other sizes and customer-specific adaptations available 
on request.
Pneumatic option also available.

Gkn stromaG kHr  

Hydraulically operated multi-disc clutches with rotating
piston. For use mainly outside gearboxes (dry operation)
when no axial oil supply is possible. 
Transmittable torques from 200 Nm to 12,000 Nm. 
Other sizes and customer-specific adaptations available 
on request.
Pneumatic option also available.

SERIES  
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Gkn stromaG kmb  

Universal hydraulically released, spring-applied 
multidisc brake. For use in or outside gearboxes (wet 
or dry operation) as well as a holding brake with 
emergency stop function. Various friction linings with 
different properties are available.  
Transmittable torques from 100 Nm to 130,000 Nm. 
Other sizes and customerspecific adaptations available 
on request.  
Pneumatic option also available.

GKN Stromag KMB standard type for direct mounting on shaft 
end on gearbox or motor. Alternatively with or without sealed 
shaft bushing.

GKN Stromag KMB adapted customer-specific requirements.
Integrated in a gearbox.

Gkn stromaG kmb.zm  

Hydraulically released, spring-applied multi-disc brake
in own housing with standard flange connections for
mounting between gearbox and hydraulic motors.
Flange types and shaft connections according to
customer requirements.  
Transmittable torques from 270 Nm to 2,000 Nm.  
Other sizes and customerspecific adaptations available 
on request.  
Pneumatic option also available.

GKN Stromag KMB.ZM mounted between gearbox and 
hydraulic motor.

Connection flanges according to SAE standard or
customer specifications.



Find out more about GKN Stromag  
global trade representatives

Gkn land systems© 2014
PO Box 55,
Ipsley House,
Ipsley Church Lane,
Redditch,
Worcestershire B98 0TL
P: +44 (0)1527 517 715
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Gkn stromag aG
Hansastraße 120
59425 Unna
P: +49 2303 102-0
F: +49 2303 102-201
www.gknlandsystems.com 
info.stromag@gkn.com

The GKN Stromag AG  
is a company of GKN Land Systems


